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SECTION _ A

One word answer. (8x0.5=4)

1. a) The maximum number of points that can be displayed without overlap on a
CRT.

b) The translation distance pair (tx, ty) is called

c) The region against which an object is to clipped is called

d) Data input from the device is accumulated in

e) The characters strings and geometric entities of building blocks for pictures
is called

f)-algorithmpicksapointinsideanobjectandstartstofi||unti|ithitsthe
boundary of the object.

g) The line joining any two interior points of the polygon lies completely inside
the program is called

h) __ is to cut the portion of line which is outside of window and keep
only the portion that is inside the window.

SECTION - B

Write short notes on any seven of the following questions (7x2=141

- 2. What are the applications of computer graphics ?

3. Define DDA.

4. What is video displav device ?
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5. What are the components of graphics system ?

6. Write short note on scaling in 2D tran,sformation.

7. Explain in detail polygon meshes.

' 8. Define parallel projection.

9. What is polygon clipping ?

10. Explain Sutherland Hodgeman algorithm.

SECTION _ C

Answer any four of the following questions (4x3=12)

11. Explain in detail translation, rotation in 3D transformation.

'12. Write an algorithm of Bresenham line generating algorithm.

13. Write short note on text clipping.

14. Explain the matrix equation of reflection and scaling in 2D transformations.

15. What are the main functions of boundary fill method ?

16. Explain in detail composite transformations.

17. What are the functions of viewing pipeline ?

SECTION _ D

Write an essay on any two of the following questions. (2x5=10)

18. How to pedorm the window to viewport transformation ?

19. Explain an. algorithm of Sutherland Hodgeman polygon clipping.

- 20. Write short note on projections and different methods of projections.

21 . Explain about the boundary representation of three-dimensional graphics object
and to solve plane equation of 3D object.


